Request for approval of suspensions from the hall Ceiling

Company: 
Person responsible: 
Street: 
Postal code/City: 
Country: 
Phone: 
Fax: 
Mobile: 
E-Mail: 

Start of set-up by exhibitor/booth builder (date): 
Order placed by: 
Person responsible: 
Telephone: 
Fax: 
E-mail: 

Technical guidelines — provisions regarding the setup (excerpt):
It must be ensured that the walls of the hall, supporting pillars and the girders of the roof structure as well as pipes and other parts of the building installation are not burdened by the set-up of the stand. Ceiling suspensions must be carried out by an authorized contractor under consideration of the statics requirements imposed by the exhibition hall management. This requires a written order stating the exact weight and plants showing the positions of the loads to be suspended.

The building regulations of the City of Augsburg must be considered. The liability for the construction solely lies with the exhibitor.

The load bearing capacities of the ceiling suspensions are maximum values for static loads and shall never be exceeded, not even for a short period of time during set-up.

In particular this means that it is not permitted to install chain hoist for assembly work (dynamic load) on the suspension points, unless an appropriate order was placed. In case of standard suspension points the assembly must be exclusively carried out from the floor by using lifting platforms or genie lifting equipment.

Combined structures (standing and suspended) are only possible in exceptional cases after careful static verification. Please submit the static calculation accordingly.

In case of an overload of the suspension points as a result of the unauthorized use of chain hoists, unauthorized modifications or improper utilization, the continued use of the suspension points will no longer be possible for safety reasons. The cost for the necessary replacement of the suspension point material will be charged to the exhibitor plus the cost for the working hours and the possibly required inspection of the roof structure of the hall.

Height of the suspension (transfer point) above the hall floor: m
Total weight of the suspended structure: kg
Total number of the required suspension points: pc

It is important to attach drawings with the marked suspension points!

Please turn over!
Order for Hall ________, Booth No. ________

Ceiling Suspensions

**Hall 1, 2, 4 and 5, max. height H 1,2 + 5: 9.5m, H 4: 7m**
- Suspension Point 30kg (Position variable, use of chain hoists strictly forbidden!) EUR/each Quantity
  - 138.00
- Suspension Point 80kg (Position variable, use of chain hoists strictly forbidden!) EUR/each Quantity
  - 199.00
- Suspension Point 250kg (from pre rigging or girder, NOT for chain hoists!) EUR/each Quantity
  - 245.00
- Suspension Point 250kg for chain hoists (from pre rigging or girder) EUR/each Quantity
  - 765.00

**Hall 3 and 7, max. height 7m**
- Suspension Point 30kg (Position variable, use of chain hoists strictly forbidden!) EUR/each Quantity
  - 138.00
- Suspension Point 80kg (use of chain hoists strictly forbidden!) on request Quantity
  - 
- Suspension Point 150kg for chain hoists on request Quantity
  - 

Surcharges:
A surcharge of 50% will be charged for orders received after the deadline or orders which are not complete (plans, dimensions); for orders received during installation days the surcharge will be 100%!

Power cable from the main terminal at the booth to the suspension point
- Power supply 3kW EUR Quantity
  - 72.00
- Power supply 10kW EUR Quantity
  - 84.00

Cain hoist (only at suitable suspension points!)
- Manual chain hoist EUR Quantity
  - 145.00

Motor incl. controller and cables
- EUR Quantity
  - 308.00

Trusses [prices per meter]
- 2 point (ladder) truss 30cm EUR Quantity
  - 27.00
- 3 point (triangular) 30x30cm EUR Quantity
  - 38.00
- 4 point (rectangular) truss 30x30cm or 40x40cm EUR Quantity
  - 46.00
- Edges or special parts from EUR Quantity
  - 65.00

Spotlights
- Display/Clamp light LED 30W neutral-white 4000 K EUR Quantity
  - 56.00
- HQI/CDM-T Par 150W (warm-white or cold white) EUR Quantity
  - 85.00
- HQI Par 400W (warm-white or cold white) EUR Quantity
  - 70.00
- Halogen spotlight 300W or 500W EUR Quantity
  - 70.00
- LED-Floodlight 150W, [warm-, neutral-, cold white switchable] EUR Quantity
  - 85.00
- additional spotlights on request EUR Quantity
  - 

**Delivery and payment conditions**

Ceiling suspension
Steel rope, galvanized, wire rope holder [Reutlinger] with fitting-eye nut and quick coupler for chain or shackle, however without assembly of material owned by exhibitor. The suspension point material is provided on a rental basis, missing material will be charged.

Power supply
Cable from the stand/cabin vertically to the hall ceiling and then to the suspension point. The electricity consumption must be considered when ordering the power supply.

Prices
The quoted rental prices apply throughout the entire exhibition and include the assembly under standard conditions, unless agreed otherwise. Additional expenditures and assembly of material owned by the customer will be charged according to expenditure plus the required material, assembly lifts or lifting platform and are due for payment immediately.
The statutory added value tax is payable on all quoted prices.

Payment
The invoices will be issued and have to paid before installation. Execution and invoicing will be made by the Greger EventService Veranstaltungstechnik (Event Technology).